Stellar Winery, paving the way
to social responsibility in
the SA wine industry
SHEDDING LIGHT ON FAIR FOR LIFE AND ITS SOUTH AFRICAN CONTEXT WITH STELLAR
WINERY, THE LEADING ORGANIC WINE PRODUCER IN SOUTH AFRICA.
There is a growing movement under consumers to choose products, stores and manufacturers that
are eco-friendly and ethically produced which have clear values in place that are applied to the way
they run their businesses and treat their employees. An important aspect in this movement is that
consumers want to know that the hard working people making the products are treated fairly and
that their rights and well-being is looked after.
There are various ways to convey this message to consumers. One way Stellar Winery has chosen
to ensure transparency and to convey their beliefs and principals, is by certifying their company
and products through Fair for Life, an independent third-party certification body. Through this
certification, Stellar Winery wants to promote an approach of fair trade in the wine industry, that
allows all workers who are currently at a socio-economic disadvantage to access a wider range
of social and economic benefits. These principles are part of a broader context of sustainable
development within a region that safeguards and supports the local social fabric, particularly in
their rural settings.

THE HISTORY OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN WINE INDUSTRY
AND THE REMAINING EFFECTS
The South African wine industry had a complex history which dates back to when wine was first
made in South Africa in the 18th century. Jump ahead a few centuries, and currently the wine
produced in South Africa upholds an international standard and continues to adapt and improve.
Land expropriation is one of the challenges in South Africa, and has an influence on the wine
industry. South Africa’s land policy is based on three main pillars: restitution, redistribution and
tenure reform. Restitution involves people claiming back land taken away from them after June
1913, or compensation for their loss. Land redistribution involves acquiring and transferring land
from white farmers to black farmers, for a variety of purposes, including farming and settlement.
Reform aims to secure the land rights of those whose rights are insecure as a result of past
discrimination. This has caused tension between different races in South Africa and also influences
wine farmers and the workers on those farms.
The distrust which has ensued from this has been remedied through continual communication
between all affected individuals who aims to rebuild the trust and to work together to make the
appropriated land more economically productive. Stellar and its community are good examples,
where open and empowering discussion foster an atmosphere of drive and enthusiasm towards
previously disadvantaged workers becoming active members in the wine economy.
Remuneration of farm workers has been an issue which saw improvement through progressive
legislation seeking to empower farm workers and ensure that their labour rights are enforced
through the Labour Relations and the Basic Conditions of Employment Act. One particular
regulation which focuses on farmers is the Sectoral Determination 13 which regulates the basic
conditions of employment and remuneration of farm workers in South Africa.
The workers on the Stellar Multi-Estate’s housing arrangements depend on which farm they
are employed on, and their living conditions on the farms have to conform to the Fair for Life
standards. Stellar Winery established a workers union, called Stellar Workers Committee, with
representatives from each producer farm. The committee is the unit where farm and cellar workers
get together during AGM and trimester meetings. Should a problem occur on a farm, the person
with the grievance first contacts his or her representative, who takes the matter to the Stellar
Workers Committee.
Retirement in South Africa usually occurs at 65, unless otherwise agreed with a special
arrangement with the employer. At Stellar Winery, the value of the worker’s shares will be paid
out at retirement or when the person is no longer fit to work. In the case of death, the value of the
employee’s shares is paid out to the closest family member. The shareholder can also choose to sell
the shares to a fellow shareholder or sell it back to the Stellar Empowerment Trust.
Currently the fair trade premium funds from Stellar Winery’s wine sold locally and internationally
are used to pay for the primary healthcare projects, and for Stellar Agri, the new enterprise
development project that empowers the employees and farm workers by giving them their own
land. Other donations are paid into the Stellar Foundation account, and the foundation then uses
the money for other smaller projects, such as feeding schemes, funding sport teams, starting
community gardens or ad hoc projects.

TRANSFORMATION OF THE SA WINE INDUSTRY
Each person chooses a bottle of wine for a different reason. Some act according to reviews or
recommendations, others by price, and then there are those who choose their products based on
the integrity and sustainability of the producer. In recent years, this final group has increased
significantly and wineries are following suit, increasing their commitment to transparency
in the process.
In the last two decades, South African wine producers have found themselves under national and
international pressure to act in a socially responsible way, especially with the growing interest in
South African wine.
Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (BB-BEE) has been one of the most important drivers
for transformation in the industry. According to the policy, transformation should be assured in seven
areas, namely: ownership, management control, employment equity, skills development, preferential
procurement, enterprise development, and socio-economic development.
The South African wine industry views transformation and the development of people as key
imperatives to ensure a strong, sustainable future, and has put measurements, in place to verify the
fruits of this vision. Industry bodies have initiated strategies, structures and funding to facilitate
enterprise development, effective learning, as well as social investment initiatives, which are reaping
noticeable rewards.
According to the Wine and Agriculture Ethical Trade Association (WIETA), wine production volumes
which have been subjected to audits of ethical working conditions on farms and in wine cellars, has
grown from 20% in 2015 to 66% in 2017 in terms of total industry output. This means that more than
39 917 farm workers and 1 400 wine producers now help to produce more than 900 000 tons of wine
grapes under conditions which are transparent and subjected to independent ethical audits.
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STELLAR WINERY, PAVING THE WAY TO SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
Stellar Winery has made it their mission to promote and encourage ethical and transparent wine
production. In July 2011, they announced a complete move from Fairtrade certification to Fair For
Life certification, the Swiss-based social accountability and fair trade programme of IMO (Institute
for Marketecology). From 2004 until 2011, Stellar Winery was a certified FLO Fairtrade producer.
The reasons for entering the fair trade system were, and still are, to build a sustainable business, to
work and grow in harmony with the environment, to provide opportunities for workers to improve
their lives and aspire to their highest potential and to exist peacefully with, and add value to, the
surrounding communities.

“Immediately after switching to FFL, there were
standards put in place that protect the workers.
They feel more comfortable to exercise their freedom
of speech, and offered them peace of mind,”
says Gert Loubser, Stellar Empowerment
Trust (SET) Liaison Officer.

Stellar Winery is a multi-estate, bringing a number of independently-owned farms under a fair trade
umbrella which means that a greater number of workers and several more communities in the Lower
Olifants River Valley benefit from fair trade sales.

“Our certification is about not only treating the
environment fairly, but employees as well,”
says René de Lange, certification officer
at Stellar Winery.

The Stellar Empowerment Trust (SET) is an employee benefit trust through which the
beneficiaries own equity-linked units in the issued share capital of Stellar Winery. SET is
the economic empowerment arm of Stellar Winery and Stellar Multi-Estate. Workers from
previously disadvantaged communities, in the winery and on the contributing farms, have a
collective 26% shareholding in Stellar Winery and viable agricultural land through their shares
in SET. SET is 100% owned and run by these workers through their trustees who are guided by
the trust deed and their mentors.
Stellar Winery’s non-profit organisation, Stellar Foundation, manages the projects on the farms
and in the communities surrounding the Stellar Multi-Estate. Stellar Foundation was established
in 2012, as an outflow of Stellar Winery’s fair trade programme which began in 2004. It was set
up as an independent NPO to manage social and economic development projects on the farms
and in the towns and villages near the winery.

“The premium funds are also a great help for the
projects that SET and Stellar Foundation run. Workers
are well informed about their rights. Workers at Stellar
experience a compassion amongst everyone who works
here. Stellar Winery complies to the rules set out by FFL
and that really adds to the quality of life we experience,
for example the medical care we get from our registered
nurse,” says Gert.
The health and well-being of Stellar’s workers are paramount to aiding transformation. Stellar
Winery has a full time registered nurse who, with her mobile clinic, visits all the farms and tends
to workers and their families. Stellar Foundation has a variety of projects, funded by the premiums
from Stellar Winery’s fairly traded wines as well as other donors. These projects include setting up
community gardens, a feeding project, which supplies healthy balanced meals specifically to at-risk
children in the area during the school holidays, and supporting the Stellar Judo Club’s members,
just to name a few.

“The aim of adhering to FFL standards, and previously
to Fairtrade, is to set Stellar Winery apart from many
other companies. We want the company to grow and
achieve as much as possible, and we can only do that
when we know that our staff is also well taken care of,
both physically and mentally,” says Willem Rossouw,
Managing Director of Stellar Winery.
By giving SET a collective 26% share in Stellar Winery, the employees from previously disadvantaged
backgrounds are encouraged to have a voice in the company. This also empowers them, because they
know that their contribution to the company will be returned to them and that their opinions are
heard and their needs are met.

“Stellar Empowerment Trust is managed by a board
of trustees. These members include workers of Stellar
Winery, and ultimately they make the decisions about
how the trust is managed,” explains Adriana Louw,
Social Development Manager at Stellar Winery.
“Employees at Stellar Winery know they share in
the winery’s profits through the SET.”
According to Adriana, the employees are informed of the ins and outs of the business at the trimester
meetings to ensure they’re abreast of proceedings.

“Keeping the employees in the loop at all times makes them feel involved,
and therefore they are more motivated to also make a positive contribution
every day,” says Adriana.

According to Monica Lukas, one of the Executive Directors at Stellar Winery, the employees have the
courage to give their opinion and to enforce it as part of the company.

“We aren’t just a number on a system, we are a name.
A name that means something to the producers and
to the community, and that certainty creates long
term workers,” Monica explains. “By involving the
employees and working on our future, we become
entwined with the company’s values.”
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THE CHALLENGES IN THE WINE INDUSTRY AND STELLAR
WINERY’S APPROACH
Stellar Winery holds a lot of potential for employees, especially with their approach of empowering
them to take on opportunities within the company. Monica, for instance, started working at Stellar
Winery in 2009 to clean the cellar, offices and bathrooms. Soon she was asked to help at the labelling
line. Her steady hand, attention to detail and perseverance saw her taking on the role of one of the
chief export clerks, with the added responsibility of being in charge of the unlabelled bottle stock. By
July 2010, Stellar had sent her for training in wine exports. Later that year she also received training
in the presentation of wine to the Wine and Spirits Board. By the next year, she was working in
exports. Currently she is one of the Executive Directors of Stellar Winery and a trustee of the Stellar
Empowerment Trust.

“At the beginning, this was very difficult, but I also enjoyed the challenge
of learning something new every day,” Monica recalls.

The farm workers are empowered through initiatives such as Stellar Empowerment Trust, Stellar
Foundation and their new project Stellar Agri. Each of these projects seeks to empower the workers
in different ways.
In partnership with Stellar Foundation and SET, Stellar Winery put in motion a new project called
Stellar Agri (Pty) Ltd. This project is the farming arm of Stellar Winery and is a black owned company
with 63,74% employee ownership through Stellar Empowerment Trust. Stellar Agri was created to
combat the shortage of organic grapes due to the high market demand. Stellar Winery supplies high
quality organic fair trade wine to an already existing and growing international customer base.

“We are very excited about the new project. Stellar
Agri will provide even more opportunities for the
workers from previously disadvantaged backgrounds
to better their future and this is the reason why we are
so excited about this new project,” says Martin Theys,
SET Chairman.
The vision is to establish a sustainable business which delivers a high quality product under ethical
and organic production practices. In doing this, Stellar Winery will create work for more than 80
workers, by empowering them and positively influencing the lives of their families. They will be
creating opportunities for personal growth and skills development.

“Except for the fact that this project benefits the employees with regards
to their shares, it will also create more job opportunities. We are already
providing jobs to a large number of people in Koekenaap,” says Martin.
In a sense, the workers of Stellar Multi-Estate are not only beneficiaries and land owners, they grow
to become grape producers and winemakers in order to become more involved economically in the
production of wine. Stellar Winery is proud of the fact that their employees have the opportunity
to invest in their futures. One example is the winemaking course three of the cellar workers are
currently attending. Theunissen Lukas, one of the Executive Directors at Stellar Winery, says through
this course they are learning a lot more about the different winemaking processes.

“This course opens up a lot of doors in terms of the
future of our careers in the winemaking industry and
we are learning a lot about the ins and outs of the
different processes. At Stellar Winery and through the
Fair for Life certification, we receive opportunities
like this to better our lives,” says Theunissen.
Riaan de Klerk and Jan Snyers are attending the Wine Tech winemaking course with Theunissen and
are very excited about the opportunity. According to Riaan he is learning more about the finer art of
winemaking and has the opportunity to expand his knowledge and further his career in a line of work
that he enjoys.

“I really enjoy my job at Stellar Winery and that is
why I seized the opportunity to attend the course with
Jan and Theunissen. I want to improve and expand
my skills to be able to do my job to the best of my
abilities,” says Riaan.

Jan says he feels proud of being involved in creating a successful product and that the opportunities
given to him and the other workers, helps them to work hard, and do work they can be proud of.

“With all the experience I have received from working
at Stellar Winery, I was one of the top candidates for a
cellar internship in Burgundy, France. Although I was
not chosen as the final candidate, I looked forward to
having the opportunity to experience the winemaking
process in a different country and to come back to
Stellar and share the information with my fellow
cellar workers,” says Jan.

SUSTAINABLE GOOD PRACTICES AT STELLAR WINERY
Stellar is paving the way in their dealings with other partners in the wine industry by educating them
about Fair for Life practices and getting them excited to participate in the movement of sustainable
development and the empowerment of their farm workers and local communities.
Stellar Winery constantly monitors their use of electricity and diesel to ensure that there is no
wastage. They also have a wastewater system in place and is certified as a biodiversity area by
Ecocert’s EVE biodiversity standard.

Stellar Winery has built a reputation for doing business with integrity, of finding new ways to work
and live together, and of building something bigger than all of us. This remains their philosophy. Fairly
traded wines can be enjoyed guilt-free. You’re ensured by the knowledge that the workers’ rights are
protected through the Fair For Life system with regular inspections.
Adriana echoes these sentiments.

“With the strict guidelines of Fair for Life, the premium funds generated
from wine sales can only be used for projects from which the members of
Stellar Empowerment Trust benefit. This means that buying fairly traded
products contributes to the social upliftment of previously disadvantaged
people.”
Through the continual involvement which Stellar has with all their stakeholders ensures that Stellar’s
good practices get handed down to the next generation to pioneer Stellar’s growth and development.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
For more information about Stellar Winery and their promise to their consumers, as well as to find
stockists that sell their wine, visit their website at www.stellarorganics.co.za. For more information
about Stellar Foundation and their projects visit their website at www.stellarfoundation.co.za.
You can also keep an eye out for more news and information about Stellar Winery and Stellar
Foundation on their social media profiles:
Facebook: @StellarOrganicWinery
Twitter: @StellarOrganic
Instagram: @StellarOrganic

Facebook: @StellarFound
Twitter: @StellarFound
Instagram: @Stellar_Foundation

